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Biographical Note

Ruth Franzén is professor emeritas of Uppsala Universitet in Uppsala, Sweden. Her expertise centers in church history, with emphases on missionary Ruth Rouse (1872-1956), ecumencism, feminism, and historical missiology.

Scope and Content

The Material of Ruth Franzén consists of clippings, photocopied articles and notes related to church history research. The bulk of material consists of student records and correspondence related to her work at Uppsala Universitet.

Franzén’s personal book collection was donated to the Fuller Theological Seminary Library. The collection is integrated with the general collection with distinguishing labels.

Box Inventory

This collection is organized into 5 boxes as follows

Box 1: Research Material

Box 2: Student Material, Uppsala, etc

Box 3: Additional Uppsala and Related Material

Box 4: Books

Box 5: Periodicals, Book Catalogs, etc